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1. Introduction
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technique for overlaying virtual objects onto the real world.
AR has recently been applied to many kinds of entertainment applications by using
visionbased tracking technique, such as [Klein & Drummond, 2004, Henrysson et al., 2005,
Haller et al. 2005, Schmalstieg & Wagner, 2007, Looser et al. 2007]. AR can provide users
with immersive feeling by allowing the interaction between the real and virtual world.
In the AR entertainment applications, virtual objects (world) generated with Computer
Graphics are overlaid onto the real world. This means that the real 3D world is captured by
a camera, and then the virtual objects are superimposed onto the captured images. By seeing
the real world through some sort of displays, the users find that the virtual world is mixed
with the real world. In such AR applications, the users carry a camera and move around the
real world in order to change their view points. Therefore the pose and the position of the
moving user’s camera should be obtained so that the virtual objects can be overlaid at
correct position in the real world according to the camera motion. Such camera tracking
should also be performed in real-time for interactive operations of the AR applications.
Vision-based camera tracking for AR is one of the popular research areas because the
visionbased method does not require any special device except cameras, in contrast with
sensorbased approaches. And also, marker-based approach is a quite easy solution to make
the vision-based tracking robust and running in real-time.
This chapter focuses on marker-based approach. Especially, “AR-Toolkit” [H. Kato & M.
Billinghurst, 1999] is a very popular tool for implementing simple on-line AR applications.
ARToolkit is a kind of planar square marker for the camera tracking and estimates the
camera position and pose with respect to the marker. By using the camera position and
pose, virtual objects are overlaid onto the images as if the objects exist in the real world
where the marker is placed. Since the user only has to place the marker, this kind of markerbase registration is very easy to implement AR systems. If only one marker is utilized,
however, the camera's movable area is limited so that the camera (user) can see the marker.
Moreover, when the marker cannot be recognized properly because of a change in its
visibility, the registration of the virtual objects is getting unstable. In order to solve such
problems, using multiple markers is a popular way.
When multiple markers are utilized in a vision-based method, it is necessary to know the
geometrical arrangement information of the marker such as their position and pose in
advance. For example, the method in [Umlauf et al., 2002] requires the position and pose of
a square marker. The method in [Kato et al., 2000] also needs the position of a point marker
in advance. In [Genc et al., 2002], they proposed two-step approach; learning process and
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marker-less registration method. In the learning process, the geometrical information of the
markers is required for learning the markers. As shown in these methods, the task of
measuring the marker arrangement information in advance is necessary for AR applications
using a vision-based registration.
In most cases, multiple markers are usually aligned with ordered arrangement as shown in
Fig. 1 because the users manually measure the geometrical arrangement of the markers.
However such a measuring task is very time-consuming. Moreover, if the markers can not
be distributed on the same plane, manual measuring becomes more difficult. Kotake et al.
proposed a marker-calibration method which is a hybrid method combining the bundle
adjustment method with some constraints on the marker arrangement obtained a priori (e.g.
the multiple markers are located on a single plane) [Kotake et al., 2004]. Although a precise
measurement of the markers is not required, a priori knowledge of the markers is necessary.

Fig. 1. Multiple markers aligned with ordered arrangement
In this chapter, a vision-based registration method using multiple planar markers placed at
arbitrary positions and poses is introduced [Uematsu & Saito, 2005-b]. This method is
extended from the method using multiple planar structures in the real world without
geometrical arrangement information [Uematsu & Saito, 2005-a].
In the previous method using multiple markers, a projection matrix from the marker to the
input image is computed from each marker and then all the matrices are merged by using
the marker arrangement information. However, such prior knowledge about the
arrangement is not utilized in this method. In order to merge the projection matrices
computed from the markers, this method introduces “Projective Space” which is defined by
projective reconstruction of two reference images. Since the Projective Space is defined by
2D coordinate systems of the images, the coordinate system of the Projective Space is
independent of every marker’s coordinate system. Therefore by estimating the marker
arrangement through the Projective Space, the projection matrices computed from the
marker are merged. This method allows the markers to be distributed at arbitrary positions
and pose, since the marker arrangement can be estimated by captured images.
This chapter also introduces two AR applications for entertainment; AR Baseball
Presentation System [Uematsu & Saito, 2006]; Interactive AR Bowling System [Uematsu &
Saito, 2007]. These applications are used on the tabletop with a handheld monitor and a
web-camera connected to a general PC. Since any special device is not required such as
high-speed cameras, high-performance PC or physical sensors, these applications are
available for home users.
In Section 2, the registration method using multiple planar markers with Projective Space is
explained. In Section 3 and Section 4, AR Baseball Presentation System and Interactive AR
Bowling System are introduced.
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2. Multiple markers based AR via 3D projective space
2.1 Definition of coordinate systems
In this section, three kinds of coordinate systems and transformation matrices used in this
method are explained. In the typical registration method, two coordinate systems are
utilized, which represent the real world and the input image, respectively. On the other
hand, this method uses three kinds of coordinate systems; marker’s coordinate system
defined for each marker, Projective Space and the input image as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Three kinds of coordinate systems in this method
(Xi-Yi-Zi) is a 3D coordinate system independently assigned to each marker plane i. (x-y) is a
2D coordinate system of the input image. Since the multiple markers are distributed in
arbitrary positions and poses in the real world, the relationship among (Xi-Yi-Zi) is
unknown. In order to estimate the relationship, we introduce “Projective Space” (P-Q-R)
which is a kind of 3D non-Euclidean coordinate system defined by projective reconstruction
[Hartley & Zisserman, 2000] of two images called “reference images”. The reference images
are captured from two different viewpoints.
WP
which relates each marker i to
As for transformation matrices, a transformation matrix Ti

the Projective Space is computed by corresponding points between each marker’s
coordinate system and the Projective Space. This matrix indirectly represents the
geometrical relationship of the markers. A projection matrix PiWI which relates each marker
i to the input image represents the camera’s position and pose with respect to the marker.
Therefore, it can be computed by marker tracking algorithm [H. Kato & M. Billinghurst,
1999] at every frame. Then a projection matrix PiPI which relates the Projective Space to the
input image can be written as following equation.
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(1)

By using these coordinate systems, the geometrical relationship of the multiple markers is
estimated, so that virtual objects can be overlaid onto the input image even though specific
marker is not continuously detected in the input image sequence.
2.2 Registration algorithm of virtual objects with 3D projective space
For registration of virtual objects onto the real world, the virtual objects need to be defined
in the 3D coordinate system of the real world. By computing the projection matrix from the
real world to the input image at every frame, then, the virtual objects are projected onto the
input image. In this way, the virtual objects are overlaid onto the real world.
In this method, the 3D coordinate system representing the real world corresponds to a
marker’s coordinate system. Therefore we select one marker plane as a base plane to define
the virtual objects in the base marker’s coordinate system. Then a projection matrix which
relates the base marker to the input image has to be computed at every frame for overlaying
the virtual objects.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of this method
Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of this method. This method is divided into two phases. At the
first phase, the projective space is constructed by two reference images. Then the
transformation matrix TiWP of each marker i is computed by using corresponding points
between each marker’s coordinate system and the Projective Space. The first phase is
performed just one time.
WI
At the second phase, the projection matrix Pi of each marker i is computed at every frame.
Then the projection matrix PiPI for each marker is computed by eq. (1). Since all the matrices
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PiPI represent the relationship between the Projective Space and the input image, all PiPI
should coincide with each other and can be easily merged into one matrix in order to
include the camera’s position and pose from all the markers. However each PiPI may
include computation errors. Therefore these matrices are merged into one projection matrix
P PI by least-square-method. By using the merged matrix P PI and the transformation matrix

TiWP of the base marker plane, the projection matrix from the base marker, in which the
virtual objects are defined, to the input image is computed as following equation.
(2)
Finally, the virtual objects are overlaid onto the input image by Pbase. This matrix Pbase includes
the information from all the markers detected in the input image. Therefore as long as one
marker is detected in the input image, the virtual objects can be overlaid onto the input image.
2.3 Constructing 3D projective space
3D Projective Space is used to estimate the geometrical relationship among the multiple
planar markers which are distributed in arbitrary positions and poses. The Projective Space
is defined by projective reconstruction of two reference images.
As shown in Fig. 6, the object scene is captured from two viewpoints. These captured
images are called the reference image A and B, respectively. By using 2D coordinates (uA, vA)
and (uB, vB) on the reference images, a 3D coordinate system (P-Q-R) is defined so that it has
the following projective relationships with each of the reference images. This 3D coordinate
system is called 3D Projective Space.
(3)

(4)

Fig. 4. Projective Space defined by two reference images
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FAB is a fundamental matrix from the image A to image B as shown in Fig. 4. eB is an epipole
on the image B, and [eB]× is the skew-symmetric matrix of eB [Hartley & Zisserman, 2000]. In
this method, FAB and eB are computed by eight or more corresponding points between the
reference images, which are detected by each marker. PA and PB are defined by eq. (4). Then
3D coordinates (P-Q-R) are computed by PA , PB and 2D coordinates in the reference images
when computing TiWP . The detail is described in the next section.
2.4 Computing TiWP
Since both of the marker’s coordinate system (Xi-Yi-Zi) and the Projective Space (P-Q-R) are
WP
3D coordinate systems, the transformation matrix Ti is a 4×4 matrix, which can be

computed from five or more corresponding points between (Xi-Yi-Zi) and (P-Q-R).
We assume that a 3D point (Xi-Yi-Zi) is projected onto the reference image A and B as a 2D
points (uA, vA) and (uB, vB), respectively. When these 2D points are projected into the
Projective Space as a 3D point (P-Q-R), the relationship is as follows,

(5)

where, p kA and p Bk are the kth row vectors of PA and PB in eq. (4). Then (P-Q-R) is computed
by Singular Value Decomposition of the 4×4 matrix on the left-hand side of eq. (5).
Therefore, the corresponding points (Xi-Yi-Zi) and (P-Q-R) are obtained through the 2D
points (uA, vA) and (uB, vB) on the reference images.
As described before, five or more corresponding points are required to compute Ti

WP

. In

order to obtain the corresponding points, a cube is drawn on each marker in the reference
image A and B as shown in Fig. 5. Since the size of the cube is already known, 3D
coordinates (Xi-Yi-Zi) of the cube’s vertices are known. By using (uA, vA) and (uB, vB) which
are 2D coordinates of the vertices of the cube in the reference image A and B, eight
corresponding 3D coordinates (P-Q-R) are computed by eq. (5).

Fig. 5. Projected cubes on the reference images to obtain corresponding points
After obtaining the corresponding points in the coordinate system of each marker i, TiWP is
computed. When corresponding points between (Xi-Yi-Zi) in the coordinate system of the
marker i and (P-Q-R) are obtained, the relationship between each marker i and the Projective
Space is expressed by the following equation.
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(7)

By the following equation, the elements of TiWP are obtained.
(8)
where,

(9)

If m corresponding points are obtained, following equation is derived by eq. (8).

(10)

WP
Then t (the elements of Ti ) is obtained by least-square-method. In this method, the

corresponding points are obtained by the cube’s vertices. Therefore m=8.
2.5 Computing PiPI
PI

As described in Sec. 2.1, Pi is the projection matrix which relates the Projective Space to the
input image and is computed by TiWP and PiWI . TiWP is computed in the first phase just one
time. PiWI is computed by marker tracking at every frame in the second phase. As shown in
eq. (1), PiPI is computed as follows.
(11)
PI

PI
2.6 Merging Pi into P
PI
As described in Sec. 2.2, all Pi should coincide with each other because they represent a
common geometrical projection between the Projective Space and the input image.
PI
PI
Therefore, all Pi are merged into one matrix P . The details are as follows.
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When Pi is computed from each marker i, corresponding points between (P-Q-R) in the
Projective Space and (x-y) in the input image can be obtained by following equation.
(12)
WP
In this method, by using (Pj-Qj-Rj) obtained in computing Ti , corresponding points (xj-yj)

in the input image is computed by eq. (12). Therefore m corresponding points are obtained
for each marker.
If n markers are detected in the input image, the relationship between the corresponding
points is as follows.

(13)
where,

(14)

(15)

(16)
Then p (the elements of P PI ) is obtained by least-square-method.
By using this merged projection matrix P PI , the projection matrix from the base marker’s
coordinate system, in which the virtual objects are defined, to the input image is computed
by eq. (2). Then, the virtual objects are overlaid onto the input image by Pbase.
2.7 Automatic selection of reference images
As described in Sec. 2.3, the Projective Space is defined by projective reconstruction of two
reference images. In projective reconstruction, a fundamental matrix between the two
reference images is used for defining the Projective Space. This means that it is very
important issue to compute an accurate fundamental matrix between the reference images.
In this method, therefore, a reasonable pair of images as the reference images should be
selected.
This method introduces automatic selection algorithm of the reference images. The
overview is shown in Fig. 6. First, the object scene where multiple markers are distributed is
captured for a few seconds by a moving camera. This image sequence in which all the
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markers should be included becomes the candidates of the reference image. From the
candidate images, a pair of images is sequentially selected as temporal reference image A
and B. Then a good pair is decided by evaluating the accuracy of the Projective Space which
defined by the temporal reference images.

Fig. 6. Overview of automatic selection of reference images
For evaluating the temporal reference images, first, a fundamental matrix is obtained by
projection matrices computed from every marker in the temporal reference images using
ARToolkit algorithm [H. Kato & M. Billinghurst, 1999]. Where PAi and PBi are the projection
matrix computed from marker i in the temporal reference image A and B, respectively. Then
a fundamental matrix based on marker i is computed as following equation.
(17)
where PAi represents the pseudo inverse matrix of PAi [Hartley & Zisserman, 2000]. By

computing FABi based on every marker, one matrix which has the smallest projection error error
is selected as FAB which is the fundamental matrix between the temporal reference images.
(18)
where, (uA, vA) and (uB, vB) are corresponding points in the temporal reference image A and
B, respectively. In the same way as computing TiWP in Sec. 2.4, these corresponding points
are obtained by vertices of a cube drawn on each marker as shown in Fig. 5.
After selecting the best fundamental matrix as FAB , a Projective Space is defined by eq. (4).
using FAB. TiWP and PiPI are also computed and merged into PPI. Then two projected
coordinates (xi, yi) and (x’i, y’i) are compared as follows,
(19)
(xi, yi) and (x’i, y’i) are corresponding to a red cube and a green cube in Fig. 6, respectively.
Although these cubes should coincide with each other, these matrices in eq. may include
computational error of computing FAB . Therefore, the temporal pair of images which has
smaller difference between two cubes than threshold value is selected as a good pair of
reference images. If no temporal pair of images has smaller error than threshold value, the
candidate image sequence is captured again. In the experiment described in the next section,
threshold value is defined as 3 pixels.
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2.8 Demonstrations
In this section, registration of a virtual object is demonstrated by using our method. In the
real world, 4 planar markers distributed at arbitrary positions and poses as shown in Fig. 7.
Of course, the relationship between the markers is unknown. This method is implemented
by a PC (OS: Windows XP, CPU: Intel Pentium IV 3.6GHz) and a web camera (ELECOM
UCAM-E130HWH). The captured image's resolution is 640x480 pixels and graphical views
of virtual objects are rendered using OpenGL.

Fig. 7. Object scenes where multiple markers are distributed at arbitrary positions and poses
First, a user captures the object scene for 100 frames and waits about 1 minute for the
automatic selection of the reference images from the captured sequence. After that, a virtual
object is overlaid onto the input images as if the virtual object exists in the real world. The
user can move the camera around the object scene for watching the virtual object from
favorite view point.
The resulting images are shown in Fig. 8~11. In Fig. 8, a virtual object is overlaid onto one
position in the real world. Even though specific marker is not continuously detected in all
over the input image sequence, the virtual object is stably overlaid onto the same position.
This result shows that the relationship of the markers can be estimated successfully. And
also, the moving camera’s position and pose with respect to the virtual object can be
computed by introducing the detected markers via the Projective Space. Therefore, the
registration of virtual object is achieved without prior knowledge about the geometrical
relationship of the markers.

Fig. 8. Static object is overlaid on the real world.
In Fig. 9, the virtual object is walking on the tabletop. The user’s camera moves according to
the virtual object. Therefore, it is impossible that specific marker is always detected in the
input image. Moreover, a planar marker is not detected depending on the camera’s angle with
respect to the marker plane. In Fig. 10, even though the marker indicated by the red circle is
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captured in the image, it cannot be detected. Therefore, if all the markers are placed in the
same plane, no marker is detected depending on the camera’s angle. In that case, it fails in the
registration. On the other hand, since this method allows the markers to be distributed at
arbitrary positions and poses, the registration of the virtual object can be continued.

Fig. 9. Moving object is overlaid on the real world.

Fig. 10. Failure of marker detection even though it is captured in the image
In Fig. 11, the human-sized virtual object is overlaid onto the large space instead of the
tabletop. For applying multiple markers based registration in such a large space, it becomes
more difficult to manually measure the arrangement of the markers. Therefore this method
is useful because of estimating the arrangement only by capturing the object scene.

Fig. 11. Moving object as large as a human is overlaid on the real world.
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3. AR baseball presentation system
AR Baseball Presentation System is an observation system of a virtual baseball game. The
overview of the system is shown in Fig. 12. Users place a real baseball field model on the
tabletop and input a baseball game history (scorebook) that they want to watch into the
system. Then they can watch the game by replaying with 3D virtual baseball players on the
field model in front of them. On the field model, 2D markers are placed for registration of
the virtual players. Therefore the users can watch the game from their favorite viewpoints
around the field.
This sytem visually replays the baseball game which was previously played in the other
place. In contrast with the usual way to know the game history, such as watching the
captured video or reading the recorded scorebook, this AR system can provide the users
with much realistic sensation as an entertainment application.
This sytem visually replays the baseball game which was previously played in the other
place. In contrast with the usual way to know the game history, such as watching the
captured video or reading the recorded scorebook, this AR system can provide the users
with much realistic sensation as an entertainment application.

Fig. 12. AR Baseball Presentation System
3.1 Input scorebook data file
This system visually replays the baseball game which was previously played in the other
place by a scorebook data, in which the game history they want to know is described. The
input data file is called “Scorebook Data File” (SDF).
As shown in Fig. 13, the game history is described play-by-play in the SDF. “1 play” means
the actions of the players and the ball from the time the pitcher throws the ball until the ball

Fig. 13. Scorebook Data File (SDF)
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returns to the pitcher again. It is about for 15 to 30 seconds. The actions of the players and
the ball in 1 play are described on one line in the SDF. The former part of the line represents
the actions of the fielders and the ball, while the latter part describes the actions of the
offensive players. This file is loaded in starting the system and is sequentially read out
lineby- line at every 1 play.
3.2 Actions of offensive players
Offensive players indicate a batter, runners, and players who are waiting in the bench. Each
player belongs to one of the six states as shown in Fig. 14(a). The batter is in the batter’s box,
so its state is “0”, third runner is “3”, and the waiting players are “-1”. In SDF, the
destination state to which every player changes in each play is sequentially recorded. When
one line of the file is read out, the destination of each player is decided according to the data
like Fig. 14(b). Then the game scene that 3D players are moving from the present state to the
destination state while 1 play is created with CG.

(a) State transition of offensive players

(b) Example of Scorebook Data File for offensive players
Fig. 14. Actions of the offensive players
3.3 Actions of fielders and ball
In contrast to the offensive players who are just moving from present state to destination
while 1 play, the fielders are doing some actions while 1 play, such as moving around the
field and throwing and catching the ball, etc. Therefore only the action of the ball is
described in the SDF. Fielders move to catch the ball according to the action of the ball. The
action of the ball while 1 play is described as shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. Scorebook Data File of the fielders and the ball
In this system, the fielders basically stay own positions. First, the ball is thrown by the
pitcher and hit to the position which is described in part D of Fig. 15. Then the player whose
position number is described in the fist of part E moves to the position of part D to catch the
ball. After catching the ball, the player throws the ball to the next player whose position
number is described next. The next player moves to the nearest base and catches the ball.
After the same iterations, finally, the ball is thrown to the pitcher.
3.4 Demonstrations
This section shows the demonstration results of this system. This demonstration is
performed with a web-camera (ELECOM UCAM-E130HWH) attached to a handheld
monitor connected a PC (OS: Windows XP, CPU: Intel Pentium IV 3.2GHz). The resolution
of the captured image is 640x480 pixels. Multiple planar markers are distributed inside and
outside the field model. In this system, one of the markers must be put on one of the bases in
order to determine relationship between the field model and the markers. The other markers
can be placed at arbitrary positions and poses. In this demonstration, 4 markers are utilized
and one of them is placed on the third base. Fig. 16 shows the actual experimental
environment of this system. A Scorebook Data File of a baseball game is manually prepared
in accordance with Sec. 3.1. 3D models of virtual objects, such as players and a ball, are
rendered with OpenGL.

Fig. 16. Experimental environment of AR Baseball Presentation System
Fig. 17 shows an example scene of a baseball game: team RED vs. team WHITE. In this
situation, team WHITE is in the field and team RED is at bat. The bases are loaded and 4th
batter of team RED is in the batter’s box (frame 0~15). The pitcher throws the ball (frame
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15~29). The batter hits safely to left (frame 29~35), and then all runners move up a base
(frame 50~89). In the result, team RED gets a score. In this experiment, frame rate of AR
presentation is about 30 fps. The user can see the baseball game at video-rate.
In Fig. 18, the angle of the camera with respect to the tabletop is too small to detect the
markers lying on the tabletop plane as same as Fig. 10. Therefore one marker placed near the
home base cannot be detected. Since another marker is placed at different pose from the
ground plane, the registration of the virtual players can be continued. This is quite useful for
observation system so that the user can watch the object scene from various view points.

Fig. 17. Example scene of play: 4th batter of team RED sends a hit to left with the bases
loaded, and then 3rd runner gets home

Fig. 18. Failure of marker detection even though it is captured in the image
Fig. 19 shows the resulting images which are watched from various view points. By using
this system, the user can watch the baseball game from favorite view points, such as
catcher’s view point. For changing view points from (a) to (b), from (b) to (c), from (c) to (d),
15 users spend an average of about 7 seconds in this system. In contrast with using a typical
CG viewer in which a keyboard is used for changing view points, the users spend an
average of about 43 seconds. This is because the users only have to move around the field
model for changing the view points in this system. Such simple way for watching the
Cgrepresented event using the AR system is very useful and can provide immersive feeling
as an entertainment tool.
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Fig. 19. Example resulting images watched from various view points

4. Interactive AR bowling system
With Interactive AR Bowling System, users can enjoy the bowling game by rolling a real ball
down a real bowling lane model placed on a tabletop in the real world. Fig. 20 shows the
overview of this system. On the lane model, there are virtual pins generated with CG. They
knock down the virtual pins by rolling the real ball.
Touching and rolling the real ball provide a sort of tangible feeling in this system. It is
wellknown that a tangible interface enhances the reality of communication [Ishii et al., 1999,
Zigelbaum et al. 2006]. Moreover, because of placing some planar markers on the lane
model, the users can watch the lane and pins from free view points. For registration of
virtual objects such as the virtual players or the virtual pins, the motion of the user’s camera
is estimated by multiple 2D markers.

Fig. 20. Interactive AR Bowling System
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4.1 Ball tracking
In this system, we assume that the color of the ball should be quite different from the lane
model. In this paper, we use a red ball on a gray lane model as shown in Fig. 21(a). For
detection of the ball, first, red regions are detected from the input image by dividing it into
R, G, B channel images. Fig. 21(b) shows the image after dilation and erosion a few times.
Finding the minimal circumscribed circle (contour) for the detected region, the center of the
circle is considered as the 2D ball’s position in the input image as shown in Fig. 21(c).

(a) Original image (b) Ball’s region (c) Detected ball
Fig. 21. Ball detection
4.2 Transformation to top view image
Using homography H computed at the marker tracking process, the ball’s position on the
input image is transformed onto the top view image that provides a geometrical relationship
between the ball and the pins on the lane model. As shown in Fig. 22, the trajectory of the
ball can be obtained. This trajectory is used to detect the collision between the ball and the
pins, and compute the directions which the pins are knocked down.

Fig. 22. Transform the ball’s position to top-view image
4.3 Collision detection of ball and pins
We assume that radii of the ball and the pins are rb and rp, respectively, and define the
distance between the ball and each pin as dis. For detecting a collision between the ball and
the pins, the distance dis is computed from the top view image at every frame. The collision
is detected by comparing distance and radius as following equations and Fig. 23.
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(20)

Fig. 23. Collision detection by trajectory of the ball
4.4 Overlay virtual pins
After the collision detection, the pins are generated with CG and overlaid onto the image.
If the collision is detected, the pins are gradually inclined and knocked down. The
direction of knocking down is defined by trajectory of the ball. As shown in Fig. 24, the
direction is computed by a motion vector of the ball, which is decided by ball’s positions
in previous and current frames, and a vector from the ball to each pin. The generated pins
are superimposed onto the image by the extrinsic parameters computed by 2D markers.
The user can see the virtual pins according to the motion of the camera and the rolling
ball.
4.5 Demonstration
This section shows the demonstration results of this system. This demonstration is also
performed with a web-camera (ELECOM UCAM-E130HWH) attached to a handheld
monitor connected a PC (OS: Windows XP, CPU: Intel Pentium IV 3.2GHz). The
resolution of the captured image is 640x480 pixels. On the table top, a real bowling lane
model is placed and 4 planar markers are distributed inside and outside the lane model.
In order to determine relationship between the lane and the markers, one marker is placed
between the two lines of the lane. Fig. 25 shows the actual experimental environment of
this system.

Fig. 24. Direction of knocking down of pins
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Fig. 25. Experimental environment of Interactive AR Bowling System
Fig. 26 shows the detected lane and ball’s trajectory. Both of the lane and the ball can be
correctly detected and tracked all over the frames according to the camera motion. The ball’s
position is also successfully transformed onto the top view image by the homography
computed by the markers. Since a real ball is used in this system, the marker placed on the
lane can be occluded by the ball. However, this method can estimate the relationship of the
markers and compute the homography successfully, even if some of markers are occluded.

Fig. 26. Detected lane and ball, and trajectory of ball
Fig. 27 shows example scenes of playing this system. The virtual pins are overlaid on the
lane model according to the camera motion. As described before, the virtual pins can b
overlaid onto the lane model, even when the ball is rolling over the marker. The collision of
the real ball and the virtual pins is successfully detected. Therefore some pins are knocking
down by the real ball. The pins existing behind the hit pins are also knocked down as a
chain reaction of the front pins by computing the direction of knocking down from the
trajectory. In this experiment, this system also runs about 30 fps. The advantage of this
system is that the user can physically touch and roll the real ball without special hardware
such as physical sensors or special gloves in contrast with the previous application in
[Matysczok et al. 2004]. Therefore this system achieves a real bowling style. If the ball and
lane are also generated by CG, the user cannot freely control the ball. On the other hand,
there are various ways to roll the ball in this system, the game is not too simple to complete;
ex. inclining the lane, changing the material of the lane, or rolling the ball by a pen instead of
a hand. Therefore this system can be challenging for the users.
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Fig. 27. Example scene of playing Interactive AR Bowling System

5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a vision-based registration method using multiple planar
markers placed at arbitrary positions and poses is introduced. We also demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method by applying it to two AR applications. In contrast with
the previous methods using multiple markers, this method requires no time-consuming
measurement of the marker arrangement. Since the marker arrangement can be estimated
by the Projective Space, the markers can be distributed at arbitrary positions and poses
without a prior knowledge. This method can be applied not only for on the tabletop but also
inside the room.
Both of the baseball system and bowling system can be enjoyed on the tabletop in the real
world only with a web-camera and a handheld monitor connected a general PC. It is a big
advantage for home users that these applications do not require any special device. Users
can interactively change their view points by moving around the tabletop because of this
registration method with multiple markers. In contrast with usual CG viewers in which a
mouse or a keyboard is used for changing view points, changing view points by moving of
the users is very intuitive and easy. By visualising 3D objects in front of the users, these
applications will be future-oriented 3D game.
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